Achievers Corp.

Description: This private company report on Achievers Corp. provides a detailed Achievers Corp. company profile, consisting of Achievers Corp. financials, Achievers Corp. annual revenues, Achievers Corp. annual revenues, Achievers Corp. mergers and acquisitions details, including where Achievers Corp. acquires another company, Achievers Corp. competitors or competitive position / products / services, Achievers Corp. founders, and more private company information on Achievers Corp.

Achievers Corp. summary:

Achievers, formerly known as I Love Rewards, Inc., is a privately-held employee recognition and global rewards solutions provider, with the goal of providing companies solutions that better align the incentives of employees, and engage and retain workers. Achievers headquarters are located in San Francisco, California and the firm was founded in 2002 in Toronto, Ontario by Razor Suleman.
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